DNZ PERFORMANCE PATHWAY 2021/22

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 12-21 yrs.
Training to Medium

OBJECTIVE: To encourage and foster participation, inclusivity and engagement. Introduction to new learnings, skills and influences to encourage confidence and participation.

PROGRAM: The program will consist of a NI and SI Development Camp which will include mounted and unmounted workshops, demonstrations, with a focus on promoting fun while learning.

HOW TO APPLY: By Application. To include riding background, competition history (if any) goals and description of pony/horse. Full information in Performance Pathway Appendix

ELIGIBILITY: All applications will be accepted from mounted and unmounted participants. Spaces may be limited for mounted participation, depending on numbers.

OUTCOMES: Developing and establishing an understanding of fundamental sport principles with a focus on dressage. Horse/pony management Developing confidence, ability and good sportsmanship skills.

Special conditions may apply to 21/22 selection criteria due to the unforeseen cancellation of any National events. For full eligibility criteria and further information refer to Performance Pathway Appendix 1/2021